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The operation of erbium-dopedfiber laserswith ring cavitiesis discussedby solvingthe rate
equationsand propagationequations.A small signalmodel is proposedfor analyzingthe lasing
threshold.Thereexistsan analyticsolutionin the case of smallsignal.lt is shownthatthe threshold
input pump power is relationalto the cavity length and coupler efficiency.The optimum cavity
lengthand couplingefficiencyexistfor the minimumthreshold.The case of big signalis analyzed
The outputspectrumis given,which showsthat the
as well by solvingthe equationsnumerically.
spectral width of the output is approximately2 nm. The effects of the cavity length, coupler
etficiency,and input pump power on the output characteristicsare discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Of the rare-earthion doped fiber lasersthat have been
demonstratedto date, it is the transitionin Er3+ arl.5 pm

The idea of using rare-earthion doped glassesin flber

that is of particular interestin telecommunication,as this

form as lasingmedia is attractingmore and more attention

wavelengthcoincideswith the low-losswindow of fused
silicafiber. Furthermore,sincean Er3* doped fiber has an

sincethe recentwork of Pooleet al.D'4, wheresinglemode
fused silica fibers were doped with a variety of rare-earth
ions, and laser action was shown to occur on several
different transitions. One of the great advantagesof a

absorptionband at 800 nm, the possibilitywould seemto
exist for a variety of active fiber devices pumped by

longitudinallypumpedfiber laser over its bulk counterpart

compact, efficient GaAlAs laser diodes.
In this paper, a theoreticalanalysison the operationof a

is the possibilityof producingan extremelysmall spot size
(and hencea high pump intensity)and yet maintainingthis

ring fiber laser under various cavity conditions in the
forward propagationdirection is presented.This paper is

small pump size over a distancelong comparedwith its

organized as follows: first the formalization of the fundamental model is described; in order to analyze the

Rayleigh length.
laser oscillator,althoughas was pointed by Digonnet and

threshold of fiber laser, a small-signalapproximation is
used; further, a self-consistentmethod is establishedfor

Gaeta3),the slop efficiencyof sucha laseris not signiflcantly

analyzingthe output characteristicsof the lasel; finally, the

different from that of the same laser in bulk form. If

conclusionsare summarized.

This permitsvery low thresholdoperationof a four-level

sufficientpump power is availableto pump bulk oscillatorto
well above threshold,there would seem to be no reason,
from the point of view of efficiency, for constructingsuch a

2. FORMALIZATION
OF THE MODEL
of erbium-doped
It is well known that the characteristics

laser in a fiber form. There is however a considerable
advantageto be gainedin operatinga three-levellaser in

fiber can be describedby usingpropagationequationsand
rate equations.Here we use the form presentedby E.

fiber form, sincethe pump thresholdsfor suchsystemsare
generally significantlyhigher than comparablefour-level

Desurvire et al.a).

lasers.

longitudinal fiber coordinatez of the pump power PoQ) and
the signal power P"(2, u;) (correspondingthe ASE power
propagatingin the direction as the pump power) write:

*Now

NTT Data
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The propagationequationgoverningthe evolution with
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Where P6 represents an equivalent input noise power,
which is givenby Po: hviAv. P" representsthe ASE power
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contained in a frequency slot of arbitrary width Av.
Due to the complex expressionsof the absorption and
emissioncoefficientTp,Ga, and Ge involvedin Eqs. (1) and

and η =cxp(一

(2), numerical solving of the above systemis a lengthy task

power threshold for Er3+pOpulation inversion5)and Psat tO

in the most generalcase.However,it is possibleto consider
the case of a uniform pump distribution across the fiber

a homogeneous gain saturation po、 ver6).

core, correspondingto a highlymultimodepump regime,as
well as the caseof a step-likeEr3* concentrationdistribu-

in Eq.(8)corrCSponds

the ASE power falling in the homogencous lincwidth
.The factor Pth corresponds to thc purnp
c e n t e r e d a t= 4η

3.SMALL S:GNAL MODEL
Thc Equations(1)and 82)cannOt be solved analytically,

tion, for which the coefficientscan be expressedin a closed
form. Here a uniform pump distribution with cylindrical

in gcncral. Howcver for the special case of small signal,

symmetry is considered:

P s 試, o r r ( z ) ≪1 , i t c a n b e f o u n d
s i g n a l r e g i m e , i . e .≪, パ

% 0 , y ) 三ル( r ) =

llna2, for r<a
0,
forrza,

IS=

that thc coefncients reduce to following equations by

(3)

where a is the fiber core radius.Like wise, a stepJikeEr'*
concentrationprofile is assumed,in which the fiber core of
radius a is uniformly doped:
lPo
p(x,y)=p(r)= ln
rJ,

for r=a
forr>a.

analytical solutions can be obtained.Considering the small

(4)

expending the logarithm functions in Eqs.(6)and (7):

京の= 動

,

(11)
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The absorptioncoefficienty, found in Eq. (11) corresIn addition, it is assumedthat the signal mode profile
dependenceis only radial, which is the caseof the actual
TEM00 mode fiber. For simplicity,a Gaussian rproximation is selectedfor the TEM00 mode, i.e.:

ponds to that of a pump light propagating through the
absorbedregime.Eqs. (12) and (13)showthat the ASE gain
and the absorptioncoefficientsare proportional to the signal
active core overlap factor (1 - 4), which is an important
parameterfor the gain optimization.
With such assumptions,Eq. (1) has its solution about

ば う= T ,

P,(z) as following:
where ar" is the power spot size of the signal mode.
With such assumptions one can yield the following
equationsfor calculatingthe parametersin Eqs. (1) and (2):
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wherePo(O)is the pump power at the start of the cavity.At
the positionnear the start, i.e., z --->
0 or PoQ) --->
Pr(0), the
solution becornesto the linear form as

p , ( z ) = p o ( 0 ) - p s o , P ' ! 2( r. y
(7)

(14)

(

P,(0)) (1s)

In the other hand, at the positionnearthe end ofthe cavity,
i.e., PoQ) -+ 0 the solution becomesto an exponential
function of z:
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not inverscd So thc lasing threshold is denllcd hcrc as thc

琢 う = 琢 ①∝p (

)

(16)

vhich make thc cavity gain cqualto
launched pump powcr、
cavity loss(involVCd the coupling loss at thc end of thC

-

Fur,thermore,-Eq.-(2) can,be.,written,as-,..--

Ca山

)

The thresholdof erbium-doped
fiber Prth is calculatedby
dP"(2, v)

G(2, vi)P"(z, v;) - G"(2, v)Ps,

ft":

(17)

where G represents the net stimulated gain coefficient,
writing G : G" - G,. The gain coefficientG is independent

eq. (e).
The thresholdlasingconditioncan be obtainedfrom Eq.
(20) letting the denominator equal zero:
t

fl

"0

form as
P"(2,v;) -

*

Itz

For simplicity,it is assumedthat ou(v): o.(v). Then the
net stimulated gain coefficient G : G" - Go can be written

\

"*p U oG(2,

(n)

l n '(r-. ' 1 - l G ( z , v t ) d z

on the signalP", henceEq. (17) has a solutionin integral

v)dz)

as

. s)
+ r"(0,v,1
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Q3)

Consideringthe steady.state,one has
(19)

P"(l) x r": P"(0) ,
signal power at the position z :0

is obtained as the

The gain coefficient dependencyon the term of (PoQ) I Pt!
-1.) showsthat a positivenet gain G can existaslong asthe
population inversion is maintained along the fiber.
Then from Eqs. (1) (11) (23) one can derive

following equation:
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The output signal power spectrum is proportional to
p"(0, %), and given by the next formula:
Por,(O,vi) :

1-r

,'

P"(0,v).

(21)

lasingmode is likely to be at the center of the emissionline
wherethe gainis largest,it is clearthat only the mode (i.e.,
frequency) at which the ASE gets the most efficient
amplification should be taken into account.
From Eqs. (14) and (24),the lasingthresholdcondition
can be derived:
１ 一
２

一

ら

4 . L A S I N GT H R E S H O L D

型 2 ρ O%1(2o

developsone or more modeswhosepower increasesrapidly
with pump power, and whose spectral width is very much
narrowerthan the broad-bandemissionspectrum.Sincethe

０

constantof the laser resonator.

与

Lasing thresholdis definedin the usual experimentalway,
as occurring when the previously broad-band spectrum

ら

slot, v s is the centerfrequencyslot of the spectrum,nf is the
photon numbers of the laser mode and z is the decaying

J型
0 ‑ η ) レ×

ー
0ヴ
し
号十等)。 つ
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The total power is the sum for each i.
In this analysis,the notations are following to Desurvire
and Simpson'spaper4), asfollows:v i is the i-the frequency

dZ=考
∫I C ( Z , つ

This equation gives the threshold lasing condition
(threshold absorbed pump power) which depends on the
fiber length, dopant concentration, pumping absorption

The threshold of a erbium-doped fiber is generally
defined as the power to pump the flber to a population-

cross section, fiber transverse profile and the coupling

inversedstate, while in the caseof a ring flber laser, one
must take the distribution of the pump power along the flber

The characteristicsof the fiber coupler gives (seeFig. 1)

cavity into account. This may make the population at the
start of the cavity inversedwhile that at the end of the cavity
18

efficiency of the coupler.

×(1‑rpl+ら (の×り=ら (0)
ら,′

(26)

where ro representsthe coupling efficiency from cavity end
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to cavity start.Hence one can calculatc thc launchcd pump
power corresponding to thc lasing threshold condition ln

powe-r-of'theringfiberlaser,P16furthereaR,--,- --'---,--'- -

﹄０ 一 一
０ の一
´

the following discussion, this power Pth ls dcflncd as thc

------threshold-purnp

,

be written asfollowing accordingto Eqs. (14), (24) and (26)
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If the cavity length / is significantlylong, the term of e" in
F,q. (2:7)is negligible, lience the threshold launchedpower
increaseslinearly as the cavity length growths. One can
decreasethe threshold power by selecting lower-dopant,
and smaller-core size flber, or using a higher coupling

I

ln(-)
'"
l>
poo"(I - \).

1 10 100
Fiber length(m)

●５Ｅ︶﹄
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０ ∽①﹄ト

by letting the dominator of Eq. (25) equal to zero, i.e., e'
: 1 or .r : 0. Thus one can get the lasing-available
condition as

0.1
0.01 0.1

＝
０

to give a normal operating"theoretically"may be obtained

１

conditionshownin F,q. (n), no matterwhat a high poweris
launched into the flber. The shortest fiber length available

０
１

If the fiber length is too short, the laserwill not operate
sincethe absorbedpump power can not satisfythe threshold

０
０
１

in this region the fiber only absorbsa small fraction of the
launchedpower.

１

fiber may be bleached through. The launched power
requiredto reachthresholdrisesagainat shortlengthssince

dopcd ring iber laser using a nber

coupler

０
１

with fiber length. This increaseis requiredin order that the

COniguratiOn of Er―

０
０ ・

length. The parameter used in the calculation is shown in
Table 1. The generaltrend is for the thresholdto increase

Fig l

一５Ｅ ︶﹂①３ｏＱ Ｏ① ｏｃコ 一⊇ ＯＣ∽①﹄ ト

efficientcoupler. But when the cavity length is short, the
term of e' in Eq. (27) cannot be neglected.Thus a higher
threshold occurs in this regime.
Fig. 2 plots the laser threshold power as a function of fiber

=PΩ x(1‑4)
Ps。
″

Fig. 2 Lasing threshold as a function of fiber length with varies
coupling coefficients.
The coupling coefficients used in the calculation are
0.2,0.5 and 0.8, respectively.

cannotoperateactually,eventhe lasing-available
condition
is satisfied.
(30)

The word "theoretically" is used becausethe threshold
near the shortest fiber length is too high hence the laser

An optimum length of cavity flber which is defined as the
flber length getting the lowest lasingthresholdcan determined by letting

of pump
vty'avelength

り

1 . 5 3 脚

m
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一
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Lasing wavelength
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Fig. 3 The shortestlengthsavailableto be usedasthe lasercavity andthe optimumlengthsfor the lowestthresholdwith
variescouplingefficiencyof signal.

Fig. 3 showsthe shortestlengthsavailableto be used as
the laser cavity and the optimum lengths for the lowest
threshold with variescoupling efficiencyof signal. It is clear

(7) are used. A two-dimensionalmesh along fiber length
and spectral axis is used in the numerical analysis'

that for a higher coupling (reflective) efficient, a shorter
cavity length is necessaryto get the minimum value of
threshold pump power.
Also the optimum reflective coefficient can be obtained,

power at the start of the fiber are given asthe product of the
launched pump power and the coupling efficiency and
spontaneousemissionrespectively.Then the gain efficient

for a given cavity length, by letting

of the signal and the loss coefficient of the pump can be
calculatedfrom Eqs. (6) and (7). By usingtheseparameters,

争 =∝

升∝

(32)

Thc thrcshold is optilnizcd at this rcflection.
5。 ANALYSIS OF LARGE SiGNAL
Because of the sced tcrm in Eq.(2),the Stationary valuc
for thc gain is actually slightly smallcr than l at thc lasing
frcquency Thc small differcnce for having a complete
compensation of the cavity losses is providcd by thc
spontancous enllsslon.
When the pump powcr is high abovc thc thrcshold the
signai neld in the cavity bccomes very high in comparison
with the homogcneous gain saturation power Psat.In such
cases, the small signal analysis will not bc suitable for
understanding thc lascr action,although itis appropriate for
analyzing the thrcshold condition of the flber lasers.Herc a
c onsistent mcthod is dcvelopcd to analyzc thc case of
self‐
largc signal.
5.l Seif¨ Oonsistent Method
To analyze thc case oflargc signal,Eqs.(1),(2),(6),and
20

At flrst the initial value of the pump power and signal

the pump and signalpower at the next stepcan be calculated
from Eqs. (1) and (2). Thus the pump power and the signal
power along the fiber can be obtained step by step.
If the signalpower at the start of the cavity is not equal to
the product of the signalpower at the end of the cavity and
the coupler efflciency, the calculation will repeat and the
resultsfrom the former circulation is usedasthe initial value
of the next circulation. The distribution of the pump power
and signalpower along the cavity can be obtained when the
circulation get to the steady state.
5.2 Self-ConsistentMethod
By using the self-consistent method described in the
previous section,the numerical solution of the caseof large
signal can be obtained. The parameters used in the
following analysisare shown in Table 1. The fluorescence
and absorptionspectra o",u(L) are shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 showsthe distribution of pump power and signal
power along the flber cavity. The launchedpump power and
the coupling efflciency used here are 100 mW and 0.5
respectively.While propagatingalongthe cavity,the pump
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necessaryto use a low coefficient coupler for generating
high-poweroutput signal.
Fig. 8 plot the output power as function of coupling

u.o
６

０

coupling coefflcient exists, for a given cavity length, to get
the highest output signal power. The optimum coupling

４

０

Ｃ﹂ ｏＦ
︶ｏぃ
ヽｏ
一
Ｎ い
∞

c99ffi9i9nto{ qigqa!!v!!b 04!.e_._e!!
Seyitylengths.The 4pu1_
pump power is 100mW. As expected,the optimumvalueof

０

２

coefficient increasesas the cavity length decreases.
Fig. 9 plotsthe outputpower asa functionof cavitylength
with different couplingefficiencies.The input pump power

00

1.525

1A
l.a

1. 6 5

Wavelength(pm)
Fig.4

is 100mW. The optimum fiber length of cavity exists,for a
given coupling coefficientand input pump power, to get the
highest output signal power. The optimum cavity length
decreasesas the coupling coefficientincreases.

Fluorescenceand absorption cross sections around
: 1.53prm.

It is clear that there existsonly one pair of value of cavity
length and couplingcoefficientby using which the highest
output signal power can be obtained for a given pump
power. Thesevaluescan be predictedfrom Figs.8 and 9. It

0.10

seemsthat for a input pump power of 100mW, the values
may be in the rangefrom 0.2 to 0.4 and the rangeof from 10

0.08

m to 20 m respectively.

Signalpower
P u mpp o w e r

E 0.06 .,\
x u.u+
L o,o2

Chen et aI.1)has analyzedby adopting the rate-equation
modelintroducingthe counterpropagating
light wavemodes
and the pumpinglight. His resultsare essentiallysimilar to
the resultsobtainedherewherethe ring lasercavityis used.
The similar approach is done in this analysisbut the

0.00

0

2

4

6

B

10

FiberLength(m)
Fig.5 Distributionof pumppowerand signalpoweralongthe
fiber cavity.The pumppowerand the couplingefficiency
are100mW ane0.5resoectivelv.

power decreasesfrom 82 mW to 10 mW, and the signal
power increasesfrom 47 mW to 95 mW. The output signal
power is the same as that at the start of the cavity, i.e, 47
mW.

consideration
for the fiber coupleris done.The effectof the
coupling coefficient of the fiber coupler is taken into
account.
Many experimentalworks are reported.Wyatts)has also
discussedexperimentallythe output power of the mirrortype fiber-opticlaser.His observationsare agreeswith the
analyticalresultsobtainedhere. The pumpingpowercan be
negligiblewhen the fiber length of the ring resonatoror its
attenuationis large.
6. CONCLUSION

Fig. 6 plots the spectrumof the laseroutput with a cavity

The lasing characteristicsof erbium-dopedfiber lasers

length of 10 m. The pump power and the coupling efflciency

with ring cavitieshave been analyzedtheoretically by using

are 100 mW and 0.5 respectively.The lasingwavelengthis

the rate equation and propagationequations.

L.532pm and the spectralwidthof the output signalis about
2 nm.
Fig. 7 showsthe output power asa functionof input pump
power with different coupling efficiencies.The cavity length
is assumedas 30 m. As the coupling coefficient(reflectivity)
of signal increases,the slope efficiency decreasesalthough
the threshold input pump power becomeslow. So it is

A small signalmodel is proposedfor analyzingthe lasing
threshold.There existsan analytic solution in the caseof
smallsignal.It is shownthat thresholdinput pump power is
relational to the cavity length and coupler efficiency.
Iptimum cavity length and coupling efficiency exist for the
minimum threshold.
Also the case of big signal is analyzedby solving the
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Fig. 6 Spectrumof the laseroutput with a cavitylengthof 10m.
The pump power and the coupling efficiencyare 100mW
ane 0.5 respectively.

0,4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Couplingefficiency
Fig. 8 The output power as function of coupling efficiency of
signal with different cavity length. The input pump power
is 100mW
０
５
０
４

Rs=0。 25
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０
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０

0;

0

100
50
lnputpumppower(mW)

Fig.7 The outputpoweras a functionof input pump power
The cavity lengthis
with differentcouplingefficiencies.
assumed
as30 m.

equationsnumerically.The output spectrumis given, which
showsthat the spectralwidth of the output is approximately
2 nm.
The effects of the cavity length, coupler efflciency, and
input pump power on the output characteristicsare discussed. It has been shown that there existsonly one pair of
value of cavity length and coupling coefficientby using
which the highestoutput signalpower can be obtained for a
given pump power.
It is believed that the theory provided here will help to
designthe parametersof a cw rare-earthdopedespeciallya
Er3+-dopedf,berlaserwith a ring cavity.
(Manuscript
received,May 11. 1994)

20 4c 60 80
Cavityiength(nn)

1c 0

Fig. 9 The output power as a function of cavity length with
different coupling efficiency.
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